Adaptive Data Centers

Aligned’s Dallas Data
Center Hub IX-Enabled

Aligned customers in the greater Dallas market can now
reach DE-CIX Dallas, the market’s largest carrier and
data center neutral IX with access to nearly 100 networks.

About DE-CIX Dallas
DE-CIX, the operator of the world’s largest carrier and data center neutral Internet Exchange (IX), with the largest IX in Dallas, provides

networks a variety of ways to improve performance, reduce costs and reach the greatest number of carriers, ISPs, content, cloud and other
networks through a port on its Internet Exchange Platform. DE-CIX Dallas is one of the top 20 IX’s in North America, is the Southwest’s
fastest growing IX and is Open-IX OX1 certified.

Benefits of Connecting to DE-CIX Dallas
▪ Access Dallas’ leading IX through a single cross connection
from Aligned’s Dallas Data Center.
▪ Leverage Aligned’s turnkey Layer 2 connection to directly
access DE-CIX Dallas.

Ashburn

▪ Reach nearly 100 networks through a single cross connect.

Dallas

▪ One-port on DE-CIX’s platform enables access to local peering
networks including ISPs, cloud, content, carrier and enterprise.
▪ Multi-service interconnection capabilities enable access to
leading cloud providers, direct access to Microsoft Azure
Peering Services, enabling hybrid cloud connectivity solutions.

Chicago

▪ Create private networking through Closed User Group
interconnection solutions delivering reliability and security for
the exchange of data.
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Phoenix

Salt Lake City

▪ Benefit from a low latency, one ASN hop, SLA-backed
connectivity solution that replaces best effort transit to critical
networks.
▪ Leverage Aligned’s connection to DE-CIX for remote
peering and reach DE-CIX North American IX’s located in
Chicago, New York and Richmond with extended reach to
over 2,100 European, Middle East and Southeast Asia
networks through its globally interconnected ecosystem.

Access

Your Data
Center

Through a connection to DE-CIX via Aligned’s Dallas data center,
companies can optimize their network interconnection, improve
network performance and gain access to a diverse and reliable
solution.

Learn More
To request information about how to access the benefits of peering at Aligned to leverage DE-CIX’s global IX capabilities,

visit www.alignedenergy.com/solutions/connectivity/ or email aesales@alignedenergy.com.
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